
Cluster Anointing for Unity 

In Toowoomba God has given us a pattern about how to work together in UNITY, and it is all about 

relationship. Cindy Jacobs explains this so well in her comments on Isaiah 65:8 in the Women of 

Destiny Bible she writes: 

"I like to help you understand something I believe the Holy Spirit is doing in the earth today. It is 

called "cluster anointing", which you may also call "corporate anointing". 

God wants to give us cluster thinking. He wants us to learn to move in Him TOGETHER and not 

independently of our brothers and sisters in Christ 

Isaiah 65:8 prophetically represents the Cluster Anointing - a mingling of anointing’s that produce a 

greater anointing than one person could have alone. It is fascinating; if you study this passage, you 

see that new wine exists not only in in the cluster, but also somehow in the INDIVIDUAL GRAPE. 

The individual grape retains its identity, its shape, its taste, its texture - everything about itself, but it 

contains NEW WINE, and the new vine represents the POWERFUL CORPORATE ANOINTING that 

transcends an individual. In the natural one grape does not contain enough vine to have much effect 

on anybody, but when many grapes contribute to the vine, and then there is enough to make a Big 

impact. 

We are being CLUSTERED TOGETHER IN TNE WINEPRESS, and the Holy Spirit Himself is treading out 

the vine. He is treading out the grapes in our hearts. When the cluster comes TOGETHER and each 

grape retains its individual distinction, the anointing is found. This happens while the cluster is still 

on the branch, ABIDING IN THE VINE. 

Spiritually when the cluster anointing exists, it causes you to dream BIGGER DREAMS than you can 

dream by yourself. It enables you to be part of accomplishing something for God that is larger than 

anything you could do alone. IT TRANSFORMS YOUR THINKING. 

I tell you, dream BIG dreams. Be willing to have your anointing mingled with someone else's or with 

the anointing of many people. Satan’s strategy would cause us to want to be isolated, to operate by 

ourselves, but GOD BLESSES UNITY. He gives an unusual measure of glory to those who come 

together. Jesus himself prayed for His people in John 17:21 "That they all may be ONE, as you Father 

are in me, and I in You; that THEY ALSO MAY BE ONE IN US". 

You will always have the God-given qualities that make you who you are, the mingling of the 

anointing’s will not strip your individuality. You may even be able to do great things for God; but if 

you will function as part of a cluster, you will see amazing spiritual breakthrough as the big dreams 

get BIGGER and the great things GREATER.  

This is what my prayer network is all about. We are all connected to the same vine although we live 

far apart, but we can all function together under the same banner, the banner of love and unity, as 

we are all fighting for the same Kingdom. We can inspire and encourage each other by prayer and 

we can build up small prayer groups in our own location.   

If you want to be part of this Cluster Anointing contact Annie Cathcart anniesprayernet@gmail.com       
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